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Abstract 
The present study is aimed towards understanding the temporal RISAT-1 SAR data response to various features under different 
polarization combination. For this purpose temporal dual polarized RISAT-1 data covering parts of Jalore district was acquired. 
Radar polarization and its derivatives were used for determining the seperability among various features. The paper discusses the 
discrimination parameter for various features in temporal dimensions. 

 
Introduction: 
The successful series of research is being done recently towards enhancing the potential of SAR in demonstrating 
the critical information related to earth resources. Target recognition and discrimination is one of the arduous tasks 
in microwave remote sensing as SAR represent targets in a different way. Depending upon the multi-polarised or 
multi-temporal data the retrieval of targets can be done using backscattering range. However, certain land cover 
features like urban and water body are discernible even from a single data HH or VV data. A number of studies have 
shown that at all frequencies, backscatter from the cross-polarized channel consistently has a higher correlation with 
forest biomass, as compared to the other linear polarizations. The cross polarization ratio (HV/HH and HV/VV) has 
been found to be the best parameter for retrieval of forest vegetation parameters. In case of crop covered area or 
crop land the cross polarizes bands were found to be superior for crop separability because of high sensitivity 
towards the volume scattering, as it is dominant in cross polarization bands.   
 
Objectives & study area: 
The main objective of the present study is to discriminate different targets using various 
polarisation indices and channels combinations of RISAT 1.The three date data covers part of 
Jalor district, Rajasthan and dominated by features such as agricultural fields, urban clusters, 
water bodies, Uncultivated land and surface sandstone. 
 
Methodology: 
The extraction of backscatter range has been done on filtered MRS (multi resolution ScanSAR) 
dual polarimetry RISAT-1 data followed by the computation of cross polarisation ratio and cross 
polarisation index. The multi-temporal data were registered to analyse separability. 
 
Results:     
By analyzing the separability of various features under different polarization and its derivatives, 
it was observed that water bodies and settlements were having high separability almost in all 
polarizations. In the month of December highest separability observed between urban clusters 
and surface sandstones, which is 2.0 in HH and 1.7 in HV polarisation. In case of cross 
polarisation ratio surface sand stone can be easily identified as it shows the highest separability. 
While Crop lands and forest area shows least separability in the month of August in both HV and 
in cross polarisation but at the later month of the year it is partially gets separated out. The least 
identification of the features was observed in cross polarisation index during all three date data 
sets. 
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Conclusion: 
It was observed that inland water bodies and urban clusters can be separated almost in the entire 
polarisation but highest discrimination is observed in HH channel for co-polarisation case. In 
case of HV, it stands distinctly in co-polarisation channels because of its least contribution in the 
return V polarisation. From the given HV and cross polarised ratio channel, both were found to 
be superior for crop discerning. In case of inland water bodies because of specular reflection, it 
shows least   intensity   in   co   polarisation   (HH)   channel   which   makes distinguishable 
from the other land use targets. Fallow land is partially discriminated within its appearance in 
all the polarisation bands. 


